WHO WE ARE
The InfluenceHer Collective is a robust network of millennial
and gen Z content creators who cover fashion, beauty,
cooking, fitness, design, lifestyle and more. Our bloggers,
vloggers, and social media stars hail from a variety of
backgrounds, create content across a multitude of platforms,
and have their own unique voices and perspectives.

WHAT WE OFFER
InfluenceHer Collective members gain access to exclusive benefits
and resources and enjoy sharing ideas, inspiration, and support
for one another within the community. IHC members also receive
private event invitations and paid opportunities to work with Her
Campus and its respected clients.
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OUR VOICE AND INFLUENCE
23MM+

45MM+

Monthly Unique Readers2

Monthly Impressions1

3,300+

influential content
creators in the
InfluenceHer Collective

75MM+

Combined Social Reach3

1) Total Monthly Pageviews, metrics provided by Google Analytics
2) Metrics provided by Google Analytics
3) Includes Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr and Bloglovin’
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HER CAMPUS INFLUENCER PROFILE
35%

60% of Her Campus
influencers are between

30%

18-23
years old
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27-29

We’re talking about...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fashion
Beauty
Food & Cooking
Health & Fitness
Entertainment
DIY
Travel
Career
Greek Life
Family... and more!

30+

Our 3,300+ influencers create content from

6 continents,
80 countries
and 47 states
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WHY YOU WANT IN
Get published.

Each week we syndicate influencer content onto HerCampus.com, the #1 online destination for
college women. With over 5 million readers per month, HerCampus.com is the perfect place to
reach new followers and generate more traffic to your site.

Build your network or portfolio.

Whether you’re looking to connect with other digital influencers or create collaborative
relationships with brands, the InfluenceHer Collective provides opportunities to grow your
network both personally and professionally.

You’re on the list.

As an IHC member, you’ll have access to attend exclusive influencer events in your local area,
as well as national Her Campus events such as Her Conference and College Fashion Week.

WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR
Eligible applicants should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate a clear passion for blogging or vlogging
Have a distinct, original point of view
Develop creative content on a regular basis (approximately one a week or more)
Have at least 6 months of experience on their platforms
Pay close attention to detail and quality
Thrive in a larger digital community and hold the desire to build her network
Enjoy collaborating with brands and other content creators
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WHAT OUR INFLUENCERS HAVE TO SAY
“I’ve met some of my absolute
best friends from the InfluenceHer
Collective. Not even “best blogging
friends”...best friends period.
From great conferences to great
campaigns, the InfluenceHer
Collective gave me my start as a
blogger. Now, I’m about to graduate
from college and be a full-time
blogger and digital entrepreneur, and
I have the InfluenceHer Collective to
thank for a huge part of that!”
—Erica, Coming Up Roses

“Being a part of the InfluenceHer
Collective has not only helped
me to get awesome deals with
brands, but it has also made
me discover so many new and
different blogs, all inspiring,
motivating and fun to read!”
—Sofia, A Love Affair Blog

“I absolutely love blogging
and vlogging because it’s my way of
expressing myself. Being a part of the
InfluenceHer Collective has helped
me in SO many ways. I’ve met other
like-minded collegiates and have
discovered some amazing blogs.”
—Arianna, Arianna Jonae
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Interested in joining the InfluencerHer Collective?
Submit an application here!

